NEUWRITE
NEUWRITE: AN INTERSECTION BETWEEN SCIENCE & WRITING
NeuWrite was founded at Columbia University in 2008 as a collaboration between neuroscience students and students in non-fiction and poetry MFA programs. The
organization has flourished, expanding to cities and universities across the U.S.
Although each chapter is unique, all are devoted to fostering and improving science
communication.
NeuWriteSD is comprised of scientists in the UCSD Neurosciences, Psychology,
Cognitive Science, and Computer Science and Engineering departments. We meet
every other week to critique each others’ writing samples, discuss science communication, and plan community outreach events. We also publish a weekly neuroscience-related blog post tailored to an audience of non-scientists.
Our vision is that future generations of scientists will be able to effectively explain
their work to the public, thereby providing access to accurate information and inspiring a greater appreciation for science across the U.S.
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Making an impact…
…across the world!

Using the group blog format to approach
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communication
in
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ways
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OCTOBER
AUGUST

“The Conscious
Claustrum”
Cailey Bromer

28
08

Francis Crick, who is
credited with the discovery of DNA and its function, was a strong advocate of claustrum as the
seat of consciousness. Reportedly, Crick’s belief in
the importance of this brain structure “bordered
on conviction” and he hoped to bring enough attention to the structure to inspire a center devoted to its study. Crick worked on a review on the
claustrum on his deathbed with Christof Koch.
Why did Francis Crick believe so strongly in the
claustrum as the “seat of consciousness”?

OCTOBER
JULY

“Lucy’s Brain: Use It
or Lose It”
Ethan McBride,
Ashley Juavinett, &
Maya Sapiurka

28
24

After three years in her
Taiwan apartment, Lucy
had accumulated a
respectable collection of clothing. With a flutter of
hippocampal and visual cortex activity, she
flipped through outfit after outfit in her mind armoire – Monday’s cute power suit, Tuesday’s red
heels with accompanying skirt, and now, Wednesday. Her prefrontal cortex chimed in and she predicted, today’s going to be a tough one: definitely
leather pants. “But your thighs…” her insula insisted, overtly aware of the body it was monitoring.
“No,” Lucy assured herself, “I’ve been working out.”

SCIENTISTS FOSTERING COMMUNICATION SKILLS

“NeuWrite is all about fostering
a fun, supportive community of writers –
and it was exactly what I needed to start writing
again! It's truly amazing to be part of such a creative,
collaborative group. Having the space to develop ideas,
discuss shared interests, and above all, motivate each other
to grow as writers, has been one of the best parts of my grad
school experience. With encouragement from other
NeuWriters, I began pursuing other opportunities myself,
from writing competitions to freelancing, and even the
AAAS Mass Media Fellowship! Science writing may have
started as a fun hobby for me, but it is quickly becoming a viable, fulfilling career that I would
love to spend every day doing.”

– Melissa Lau

2015 AAAS Mass Media Fellow
& UCSD Neurosciences Graduate Student

According to a survey of
our members, some of
the greatest benefits of
belonging to NeuI definitely
WriteSD are meeting
see
improvement
others interested in
science writing,
improving writing for
non-scientific audiences, I improved
a bit
and finding avenues to
publish writing.

Self-Reported Improvement
from NeuWriteSD Experience
writing skills
communicating
science to non-scientists
editing skills

1-6 months

6-12 months

more than a year

Time active in NeuWriteSD

“Zombies Are Real: I
Wish I Was Kidding”
Ashley Juavinett &
Ray Van Cleve

OCTOBER

28

NeuWriteSD
in
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community
NEUWRITE SD IN THE COMMUNITY
!!!
Members of NeuWriteSD met with
actor Alan Alda to
discuss the future
of science
communication.
January 2015

Zombies terrify
Zombies
me.terrify
Maybe it’s their
helter-skelter gait and me.
bloody outstretched arms,
or perhaps the fact that they eat brains, and I
happen to like brains. That must be it. You know
what’s also horrifying? Our contrived Hollywood
concept of zombies is derived from the Haiti
zombi, a real phenomenon that occurred in the
context of Haitian vodou, just decades ago.

“Turning the Brain
Inside Out”
Megan Kirchgessner

OCTOBER
JULY

28
02

Joy isn’t dancing around
in my head because they
accurately portrayed all
of the brain’s technical
nuances. There isn’t a neuron in sight, and yet, in
classic Pixar fashion, there are countless details
that prove the filmmakers did their homework.
Their portrayal of the interplay between emotions, of memory consolidation, and the changes
that children’s brains undergo during adolescence is not only beautifully done and incredibly
moving, but also accurately depicts much of our
current understanding of the emotional brain.

Members of NeuWriteSD ran multiple events at
Pint of Science SD, including the sold-out
“Neuroscience’s Next Top Model” at Mike Hess
Brewing (May 2015)

Our members have
achieved a number of
accomplishments since joining...
Writing Awards

“Hormones: What
Boys and Girls are
Made Of?”
Norah Koblesky

OCTOBER
JUNE

28
04
04

As with all cool
science findings, it is very easy to get carried
away with our interpretations, and with gender
research inflated findings can be particularly
problematic. Too easily can “Estrogen Level Fluctuations during Estrus Influence Female Rats’
Fear” become “Women have Volatile Mood
Swings due to their Changing Estrogen Levels”.
See how dangerous that jump in logic was? Now
not only are women emotionally turbulent, it has
been evidenced by science. We don’t want to be
careless and enforce sexist (and flat-out false) stereotypes by skewing gender studies. What you
should take away from this article is that men and
women are different in more ways than just their
genitalia. Hormones help make our minds different, which means our actions, feelings, and
thoughts are different too.

LOOKING AHEAD...

AAAS Mass Media
Fellowship

Recruiting from more
departments

Paid
Freelance Writing

Print edition of NeuWriteSD

Oxbridge Biotech Roundtable Writing
Competition Finalist
2015 How We Get To Next Student Writing
Competition (judged in part by Ed Yong!)

Contributor to...
Hipporeads
Learning & The Brain Blog
PLoSOne

HippoReads
Academic
Correspondent

Virgin Business
BioGPS's Gene-of-the-Week project
Benchling
Proteintech

Science
Communication
Consulting

Social Media
Management

CONTACT US!
Web: http://neuwritesd.org
Email: neuwritesd@gmail.com
NeuWrite
San Diego

@NeuWriteSD

Southern California
ComSciCon event
Pint of Science SD 2016
… And much more!

NeuWriteSD
is generously
supported
by the UCSD
Neuroscience
Graduate Program & an
SfN: San Diego Chapter Grant

